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Transcription 

Performance commentary 

So in Q3, politics took over from central bank tightening, although the central banks continue to do 

their tightening, but Trump obviously escalated the trade wars with China as we moved through the 

quarter and verbally signalled that that would continue in that direction. We also had Brexit 

concerns over much of the summer – that no deal will get done in time for the deadlines that are 

now upcoming quickly. We had Italian politics, where some of the more extreme parties have 

managed to get in and they are now defying EU [European Union] budget rules with regards to how 

much their going to spend on their economy; and then obviously, finally, there were some problems 

in EM [emerging markets], particularly in Argentina and Turkey as a major consequence of the 

tightening of interest rates in the US and the drain of the dollar liquidity on a global scale.  

 

And yet the markets continued to go up, world markets continued to rise throughout the quarter, 

led by the US, so this is very much the Taylor Swift environment of ‘shake it off, shake it off’ – 

nothing can upset the markets – continues to be very much in place. Under those conditions the 

Fund did what you expect it to do, so against a strong market it tends to lag, so we underperformed 

for the quarter as a whole, but within the quarter itself when the market did have its wobbles, like 

in September, the Fund did outperform – so doing what you would expect the Fund to do. But it is 

interesting now that against its peer group – the IA Global [Equity] Income sector – we are now first 

quartile again on 1, 3, 5 and 10 years.  

 

In terms of what was driving the performance over the quarter, again the ‘FAANG’ [leading 

technology stocks] effect continues to dominate and lead the US market, so we saw Apple and 

Amazon become the first companies to hit US$1 trillion of market cap, and of course we can’t own 

any of the stocks – they don’t pay enough of a dividend – so they drag on performance. And equally 

in the consumer area, again, some of those stocks were laggards in the market and therefore drag 

back performance for the Fund, particularly there was Informa, the global conferencing [business] 

that had just done its merger with UBM. There were rumours that the CEO was going to leave to 

become the BT CEO; that’s now been denied, but it weighed on the share price. Coty, the cosmetics 

and fragrance business, had a poor set of results. We kind of know in this transition period that 

there are going to be up and down quarters in the way it report its numbers – this was one of its 

down quarters and therefore the stock suffered on the back of that, and yet we still think that our 

investment thesis is playing out with the markers that we are watching in that company.  

 

And tobacco remains a poor sector still and still dragging down on performance, but again, as we’ve 

told you in the past, luckily, we have reduced tobacco exposure within the strategy over a number 

of years so the impact is not as great as it would have been when it was at its peak weighting back 

in 2016.  



 
 

 

 

In terms of the positive contributors, well mature tech continues to drive performance in the 

portfolio almost across the board, and so we have CA [which] was bid for, and we have Qualcomm, 

where the failure of the NXP deal meant they could buy back almost up to 40% of their stock, and 

they have now begun that process; Cisco reported good results and showed that it is growing as a 

company despite being valued to shrink. And then finally, out of technology, H&M for once 

reported results, which show that maybe, just maybe, there are signs that the decline in gross 

margins and build in inventory at this company is reaching the bottom in that trend, and the shares 

responded very meaningfully to that kind of inversion point within its investment thesis, something 

we have been hopeful was going to happen, and something we believe that could ultimately be 

delivered by that company. 

 

Activity review 

In terms of activity on the strategy, well we didn’t do very much, we bought a bit more of Coty as it 

continued to be weak through the quarter and added to our positions, along with the management 

of the family that run that business, the ‘JAB’ family that also continued buying the stock 

throughout the quarter. And then finally our newest holding was Samsung Electronics, in our 

‘mean-reversion’ bucket. We know that the DRAM cycle, the memory cycle, is at its top, and is 

mean reverting down, yet the valuation of Samsung is already discounting that and more, and we 

think that changes in Moore’s law within technology means that now it’s a much more capital-

intense business and therefore the likelihood of capacity coming on, swamping at the top of the 

market and therefore exasperating the cycle that you see in memory won’t be the same this time 

round, and therefore it will be a shallower cycle, and yet the valuation is discounting a very deep 

correction in that cycle. 

 

Investment strategy and outlook  

In terms of outlook, the reason why I’ve grown a beard is because I’m talking about mountaineering 

a lot at the moment, and the analogy is that most people die on the way down the mountain, rather 

than on the way up – they expend most of their resources, most of their energy, their food, trying 

to reach the summit; they’re unable to survive the descent, and investing is the same. When things 

just keep going up, people take on more and more risk, companies put more and more leverage 

into their business models, extrapolating just one trend’s going to happen forever, and therefore 

allow themselves to be much more fragile to any kind of volatility to returns.  

 

We believe that, given that the future is not certain, given that we don’t know what can happen in 

the future you shouldn’t manage money for one outcome, i.e. a continuation of Taylor Swift. There 

are a range of outcomes that could happen and you need to manage your portfolio for those range 

of outcomes. We think we are more late cycle, we think there’s plenty of evidence particularly 

outside the US that we are already seeing a slowing down in the global economy. The tightening 

cycle is continuing in the US, and ultimately, that too will slow down the US economy, and with 

asset prices at such high levels, there are good questions whether those assets can continue to rise 

in a straight line as they have been doing for large parts of the last few years. And so we believe 

that our underweight to cyclical companies, our underweight to very long duration companies 

because we can’t buy them because of the yield, and also an underweight to highly indebted 

companies, is the right place to be given a range of outcomes that could happen in the future, and 

therefore we feel that valuation is going to become very key over the next year or so, with regards 

to expectations of what companies can deliver to what’s baked into to expectations in the 



 
 

 

valuations today, which are very hopeful of a continuation of perfection and that is a worry, we 

think, for the future and something we need to prepare for.  
This video was filmed on 10 October 2018. 

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Your capital may be at risk. The value of 

investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the 

original amount invested. You should read the Prospectus and the Key Investor Information 

Document (KIID) for each fund in which you want to invest. The Prospectus and KIID can be found 

at www.bnymellonim.com.  

Key investment risks 

• Objective/performance risk: There is no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its objectives. 

• Currency risk: This Fund invests in international markets which means it is exposed to changes in 

currency rates which could affect the value of the Fund. 

• Derivatives risk: Derivatives are highly sensitive to changes in the value of the asset from which 

their value is derived. A small movement in the value of the underlying asset can cause a large 

movement in the value of the derivative. This can increase the sizes of losses and gains, causing 

the value of your investment to fluctuate. When using derivatives, the Fund can lose significantly 

more than the amount it has invested in derivatives. 

• Emerging-markets risk: Emerging markets have additional risks due to less-developed market 

practices. 

• Liquidity risk: The Fund may not always find another party willing to purchase an asset that the 

Fund wants to sell which could impact the Fund’s ability to sell the asset or to sell the asset at its 

current value. 

• Charges to capital: The Fund takes its charges from the capital of the Fund. Investors should be 

aware that this has the effect of lowering the capital value of your investment and limiting the 

potential for future capital growth. On redemption, you may not receive back the full amount 

you initially invested. 

• Counterparty risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such as custody of assets 

or acting as a counterparty to derivatives or other contractual arrangements, may expose the 

Fund to financial loss. 

Investment performance 
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FTSE W World 14.16 15.42 31.18 0.83 11.93 

Performance is stated gross of management fees. The impact of management fees can be material. 

A fee schedule providing further detail is available on request. The FTSE W World Index is used as a 

comparative index for this Fund. The Fund does not aim to replicate either the composition or the 

performance of the comparative index. 

Source: Newton, close of business prices, total return, income reinvested, gross of fees, in GBP, 30 September 2018. 

 

Important information 

This is a financial promotion. This document is for professional investors only. These opinions should 

not be construed as investment or any other advice and are subject to change. This document is for 

information purposes only. Portfolio holdings and positioning are subject to change at any time 

without notice and should not be construed as investment recommendations. Any reference to a 

specific security, country or sector should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell 

investments in those countries or sectors. In the UK, this document is issued by Newton Investment 

Management Limited, The Bank of New York Mellon Centre, 160 Queen Victoria Street, London, 

EC4V 4LA. Registered in England No. 01371973. Newton Investment Management is authorised and 

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

 


